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Missing The PoinT (of Care): fDa MisreaDing of 
CLia Waiver LaW UnDerMines CosT-effeCTive heaLTh TesTing

by James A. Boiani and Stuart M. Gerson

The United States Food and Drug Administration’s (“FDA”) misinterpretation of a single word in 
the statute establishing standards for granting so-called “CLIA Waivers” has created serious problems for 
patients and health-care providers alike by restricting access to important diagnostic tests. It is time to fix this 
problem and bring Americans the health care they deserve and at more reasonable cost.

Laboratory Testing in the U.S.  More than 6.8 billion laboratory tests are performed each year in the 
United States.1  These tests guide decisions that health care providers and patients make every day in dealing 
with important health decisions.2  FDA is charged both with deciding whether a test can be sold in the U.S., 
and assigning a complexity rating that determines which laboratories can conduct a test.  Tests of “moderate” 
and “high” complexity may only be run by sophisticated laboratories that meet stringent requirements under 
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (“CLIA”) for personnel training and expertise; 
quality systems; proficiency testing; facilities; recordkeeping; and sample retention.3  Most CLIA requirements 
are waived, however, if a laboratory only employs tests of low (“waived”) complexity.  These two kinds of labs 
are (not surprisingly) referred to as “non-waived” and “waived” labs, respectively.

Waived labs account for roughly 60% of the 230,000 clinical laboratories in the United States.4  The 
vast majority of waived labs are in physicians’ offices and other facilities in close proximity to patients and 
health-care providers.  The closeness of these labs to patients allows for point-of-care testing (“POCT”), where 
health-care providers get results in real time as opposed to sending patient specimens to off-site laboratories 
and waiting days or weeks for results.  POCT can provide faster diagnosis and treatment decisions, made 
while a patient is actually in a doctor’s office.  POCT also may prevent situations where patients fail to return 
to their provider in order to get the information or treatment they need.5  In addition some studies have 
shown that POCT may contribute to improved patient outcomes.6   

POCT in waived labs also might save health-care dollars.  Although large, centralized CLIA labs offer 
economies of scale, smaller waived labs may have lower administrative costs due to less burdensome 
regulation, and might reduce ancillary costs (such as specimen transportation and storage).  With over 6.8 
billion tests being run on specimens annually and a large percentage of testing occurring at off-site, non-
waived labs, even pennies saved per test could potentially translate to real economies, especially at a time 
when health-care dollars are tight.

Logically, waiver decisions must turn on a single question:  are CLIA controls used in non-waived 
labs needed to safely and effectively run a test?  If the answer is “no” there is no need to restrict test access 
to non-waived labs.  It also follows that the way to decide if CLIA controls are needed is to compare test 
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performance in waived and non-waived labs.  However, FDA’s CLIA Waiver process does not follow this logic, 
or the law, and is a classic example of history unnecessarily repeating itself.

History of the CLIA Waiver Process.  Prior to January 2000, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (“CDC”), with support from the Health Care Finance Administration (“HCFA”), was tasked with 
assigning complexity ratings to FDA-approved/cleared tests.7  The standards that CDC applied for a waiver 
went far beyond determining whether waived and non-waived labs had comparable test performance.  
Only tests with high inherent accuracy (i.e., accuracy that depends on both the user and the technological 
limitations of the test) could receive a waiver.8 Sometimes CDC required tests to perform better in waived labs 
than non-waived labs.  In at least one instance, CDC denied a CLIA Waiver to a test that FDA had approved 
for over-the-counter use,9 meaning anyone in the U.S. could purchase the test and run it anywhere (home, 
office, outdoors, non-waived lab) except in a waived lab.  This focus on inherent accuracy was the root cause 
of lengthy review cycles and high rejection rates during the CDC CLIA Waiver regime.

In response to these problems, diagnostics manufacturers and trade associations advocated for 
changes that were ultimately adopted in clarifying amendments to statutory standards for CLIA Waivers.10  
The amendments made it clear that a CLIA Waiver determination must focus on test users (non-waived lab 
experts vs. waived lab users) by adding three words to the law (italicized below): 

[CLIA waived tests are] procedures that have an insignificant risk of an erroneous result, 
including those that—
(A) employ methodologies that are so simple and accurate as to render the likelihood of 
erroneous results by the user negligible.11

 The accompanying House Committee report explained that through this change:

The bill clarifies that this criteria [for a waiver] should focus on the test performance “by 
the user” and the potential for operator error in performing the test.  The purpose of CLIA 
quality control, proficiency testing, and personnel requirements is to ensure consistent, 
reliable, and appropriate use of a test system by users of the test.  Without the clarifying “by 
the user,” interpretations of “erroneous results” and “accurate” could include the inherent 
clinical sensitivity/specificity of a test system, parameters that are properly reviewed [in] 
determining whether to approve of or clear a product for marketing.12

In February 1999, CDC, HCFA, and FDA agreed to transfer the CLIA Waiver program to FDA,13 and in 
2001 FDA released new guidance that reflected Congressional intent:

Based on the legislative history and language incorporated into FDAMA [(the law amending 
the CLIA Waiver standard)], we interpret “accurate” to mean test performance (i.e., the test 
performs the same in the hands of untrained users [as] it does in the hands of laboratory 
professionals under realistic conditions).14

Per the guidance, performance by trained technicians in non-waived labs was compared to less 
sophisticated users’ performance in waived labs, and a good correlation meant the test was “accurate” for 
CLIA Waiver purposes.  The fight for a more efficient, and user focused, CLIA Waiver system was apparently 
won.  Then things changed. . . 

FDA Strays from the Law.  In 2005, FDA abruptly issued a new draft guidance that re-defined 
“accurate” (and, fairly, removed the statement that its definition was true to “legislative history and language 
incorporated into FDAMA”):

[W]e use the term “accurate” tests to refer to those tests that are comparable to a traceable 
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method, in which the results of measurements can be related to stated references. . .15

What this means in laymen’s terms is that for FDA to grant a waiver, a test must be shown to be 
comparable to another entirely different test, preferably a gold standard procedure (i.e., the most inherently 
accurate test).16  FDA also introduced “allowable total error” into its evaluation of accuracy, which as its name 
suggests, is the test error from all sources, not just user/lab sources.17  This gratuitous new interpretation 
brought back the very problem Congress tried to correct.  This new interpretation by FDA was adopted in a 
final guidance in 2008, despite objections from AdvaMed and others that the guidance was a departure from 
law.18

Why did this happen?  One possibility might be issues raised in non-waived lab surveys and CDC 
studies conducted from 1999 (the year CDC and HCFA agreed to transfer CLIA Waiver responsibilities to FDA) 
through 2004 (the year before the new guidance was released).  Although results of the surveys and studies 
showed the majority of waived labs “performed tests correctly and provided reliable service,” concerns 
were raised that lack of CLIA controls was resulting in test quality issues, such as users not reading test 
instructions or performing recommended quality control tests.19  This information was presented to the 
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Advisory Committee (“CLIAC”), a multi-agency group that includes CDC and 
HCFA (now CMS), which advises on CLIA issues and “vetted” the new guidance.20

Holding tests to unnecessary accuracy requirements does not address these issues directly (it does 
not make people read labels or run quality controls), but it does raise CLIA Waiver costs21 and keeps tests 
out of waived labs.  Perhaps, in light of concerns raised in 2004, FDA – with good intentions – looked for 
ways to mitigate concerns about waived labs.  But the issues raised in the report are best addressed through 
educational efforts, not limiting test access.  Also, with newer instrument-based tests being developed by 
manufacturers, controls to assure proper use are being built in to prevent these kinds of problems from 
occurring, so concerns from 2004 do not necessarily translate to concerns of today.

Numbers Don’t Lie.  The CDC CLIA Waiver redux is now firmly entrenched at FDA, and the results 
today are sadly similar to what they were prior to the 1997 amendments.

CLIA Applications CDC (through May 1997)22 FDA (FY08-FY12)23

Approved 12 15
Denied 8 16
Average Review Time 34 weeks 32 weeks
Longest Review Time 90 weeks 106 weeks

To realize the full benefits of POCT and expand the responsible use of CLIA-waived tests, federal 
officials need to put the CLIA Waiver process back on track.

Fixing the problem.  There are at least three approaches by which the CLIA Waiver process can be 
brought into compliance with law. Engaging with FDA and the Administration to revisit this issue is one 
approach.  Given that industry objections to the 2005 guidance fell on deaf ears and the “follow the guidance” 
refrain that waiver applicants hear when they meet with FDA, this approach is unlikely to be effective.  But if 
better health care is the goal of the Administration, reforming the CLIA Waiver process is something it should 
do right away.

Returning to Capitol Hill might be a more promising option, if a vehicle could be found that Congress 
would act upon.  Advocates successfully lobbied for reform previously and realized some initial gains.  The 
legislation required would be quite simple as well:  Congress could simply direct FDA to apply the interpretation 
of “accurate” from its 2001 draft guidance.  There is recent precedent for this approach, found in the 2012 
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Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act, in which Congress required FDA to use a previously 
developed guidance after a new guidance had been written.24

A third option would be to seek relief from the courts.  The courts will afford FDA considerable deference 
in its interpretations of law, but will also consider the text of the CLIA Waiver statute, the legislative history, 
and FDA’s own prior reading of the law.  FDA may have misconstrued the CLIA Waiver law so fundamentally 
that a court could find its interpretation of “accurate” to be arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to law under 
the Administrative Procedure Act.  In addition, given the number of denials that have been issued in recent 
years, finding plaintiffs with standing should not be a significant hurdle.

Ultimately, whatever avenue is pursued, there is good reason to believe that success will lead to 
increased access to POCT and better results for the public health.
_________________________
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